BUTCHERY

By Marguerite Sanders

Meaty matters

Connect with your customers through
an amazing butchery
T

he in-store butchery is one of the best
drawcards for a store to connect with its
meat-eating customers – who are, in South Africa,
still the majority of consumers. This popular
department is a sure-fire way to turn your store
into a destination shop, building differentiation
through innovative and quality meat product
offerings, which can grow your reputation through
word of mouth or social media conversations.

How meat buying patterns
have changed, and are changing
Over the last decade there have been significant
shifts in the local and global markets for meat.
Bone-in beef cuts have become more popular
“The forequarter market (chuck; brisket; shin; short
rib and blade) has exceeded the hindquarter market
(rump; sirloin; fillet; knuckle; topside; silverside and
flank), due to township traders and consumers who
enjoy their bone-in meat cuts.” This is according
to Anso Bracken, Marketing Manager at Karan
Beef, a wholesale beef supplier selling products to
various local retailers; and corroborated by John

De Gouveia, senior butcher, and owner of Jumbo
Goodman’s in Ferndale, Johannesburg.
While the forequarter market has superseded
the hindquarter market in recent years, sale of
certain meat cuts is also influenced by seasonal
changes. “During summer we sell more steak cuts,
whereas in winter there’s a bigger market for
roasts and stew cuts,” says Bracken.
Karoo lamb might soon become unaffordable
locally due to massive exports
The live export of animals from South Africa
to the Middle East started in 2019, as it is still
legal in South Africa (as opposed to, for example,
Australian laws). In 2019, the South African
affiliate of Kuwait Livestock Transport and Trading
(KLTT), also known as Al Mawashi South Africa,
was established and began exporting livestock
from South Africa.
Al Mawashi, an international company importing
lamb to the UAE and Kuwait, had to seek new
livestock suppliers after Australia in 2018 banned
the export of live sheep to the Middle East during
the Northern Hemisphere’s summer months.
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In addition to serving fresh and local
meat and supporting nearby farmers, these
establishments also hope to cut down on food
waste.
“If we had the space in our store, we would
definitely have looked at doing a small sitdown section,” says De Gouveia.

Al Mawashi livestock carrier
The first shipment from South Africa was in
October 2019 and in March 2020, they undertook
a second. Between 40 000 and 80 000 sheep are
transported per shipment. Aside from what are
for some the animal rights ethical considerations,
these massive live exports of Karoo lamb mean
that for local consumers, lamb could become scarce
and, if available, unaffordable for many consumers.
Ethical sourcing and sustainability
Globally there is a drive towards ethical sourcing
and sustainable meat production. To a large extent,
terms such as ‘free range’ are overly broad and

(Copyright Waterboys 2006)

often used misleadingly in marketing. But, if you
do sell meat, you should still be able to answer
your customers’ questions about it. Get to know
your suppliers and insist on certification if someone
claims to supply free range.
The Butchery / Restaurant hybrid
While traditional, whole-animal butcher shops
have largely disappeared, a new type of business
has popped up across the U.S. in recent years: the
butcher shop/restaurant hybrid. This trend is also
catching on in South Africa and relates to people
interested in the origin of their food.

Plant-based protein gains popularity
Launched by Paul, Mary, and Stella McCartney
in 2009, Meat Free Monday is a not-for-profit
campaign that aims to raise awareness of the
detrimental environmental impact of animal
agriculture and industrial fishing.
The campaign encourages people to help
slow climate change, conserve precious natural
resources and improve their health by having
at least one plant-based day each week.
Many people followed in the McCartney’s
footsteps. Consequently, over the past
10 years, there has been massive innovation
in producing comprehensive proteins from
plant-based sources. Some of these in
South Africa, notably Fry’s, almost taste like
the real thing.
Commenting on this trend, Travis Coppin,
Head of Marketing and Buying at the Food
Lover’s Market Group, says, “I think any meatreplacement products and plant-based proteins
are going to get bigger and bigger. People are
not necessarily going to become vegan but
are replacing more of their weekly meals with
meat-free options,” he explains.
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A beef carcass is divided into four main sections, two forequarters and two
hindquarters. These are normally divided between the tenth and eleventh rib bone.

(Images courtesy of Karan Beef)

Engaging with customers
through recipes and tips
for meat preparation adds
immense value to your
meat offerings. To this end,
Karan Beef developed their
Beef Easy App with the end
consumer in mind.

Meat classification
– what you need to know
Meat classification is a mark of quality that shows the
money value between different qualities of meat. South
African Beef is classified according to age, fat cover and
carcass composition, and roller marked according to
the classification of each carcass. Both grade and fat,
along with the abattoir’s registered identity number, are
stamped into all carcasses with food grade-approved ink.
Classification by age
AAA: This code means that the colour of the roller mark
on the carcass is PURPLE. It shows that the meat is from
a young animal and is the most tender meat.
ABA: The colour of the roller mark on the carcass is
GREEN. This identifies the meat being from a young
animal in transition to an adult animal and the meat is
reasonably tender.
BBB: The colour of the roller mark on the carcass is
BROWN. The meat is from an adult animal and is less
tender, but with plenty of flavour.
CCC: This code means that the colour of the roller mark
on the carcass is RED. The meat is from an adult animal
and is the least tender but perfect for stews.
Fat classes are indicated in this manner
l0
 00 – No visible fat on the carcass
l1
 11 – A very lean carcass
l2
 22 – A lean carcass
l3
 33 – A medium fat carcass
l4
 44 – A fat carcass
l5
 55 – An over-fat carcass
l6
 66 – An excessively fat carcass
â

The advantages are obvious:
Product safety, lower running
costs.

PA R I S

The plug‐in freezer/refrigerator that redeﬁnes
economy and li�s product presenta�on to an
innova�ve level.
PA R I S also maximises your sales
space by means of shelf inserts,
which will further increase your revenues.
PA R I S – an extremely eﬃcient all‐rounder that
can lay claim to pres�gious excellence.

AT H E N S – Future proof
investments in Refrigera�on
and Freezing
Our overall philosophy is based on four pillars.
‐ Sustainability
‐ Energy Ef f iciency
‐ Innova�on
‐ Maximum customer benef its
“ W E C O O L A N D YO U S E L L” Plug it in,
refrigerate or freeze, and sell more – that‘s our mo�o
at A H T, which has been inspiring customers and boos�ng
their business since 1983.

AHT showed a “HERO retro chest” at Euroshop
that has been used successfully every day for
over 20 years. AHT was already focused on
energy eﬃciency at that �me. Since then, the
technology for the presenta�on and storage of
refrigerated and frozen goods has been
con�nuously improved through more eﬃcient
components and new control strategies. As a
result, it is now possible to achieve a daily
energy consump�on of less than 4kWh even
with units that have a net volume of 1000 litres
and more.
AHT is making a clear statement in regard to the
global climate discussion. The most eﬃcient island
freezers are those with the closed glass tops. We
are seeing a massive drive towards the R290 self‐
contained units.
With this update that has been in use since 2019,
we emphasize our exper�se in energy eﬃciency.
We have once again managed to reduce the
energy consump�on of the AHT chest freezer ﬂeet
by up to 20%. It makes us especially proud that we
have achieved these savings and at the same �me
have also op�mized product temperature safety in
combina�on with our new defros�ng concept.
Thanks to this eﬃciency, with the update, we have
m a n a ged to a ch ieve t h e l owe st e n erg y
consump�on in the industry. By using eco‐friendly
propane, AHT refrigera�on technology lets the
environment breathe.

M A N H AT TA N ‐ Food Retail

A H T has been the experienced exper�se, product
and service partner for leading supermarket chains
and discounters throughout the world for decades.
The sustainability of our ac�vity is visible in our daily
work, our products, and our persistent development
eﬀorts. Thinking in a forward‐looking manner.

Contact Us:

Energy e�ciency � Cost savings are cri�cal in every supermarket, but how does
a store go about achieving concrete savings in the current climate?
Plug‐in for cool sales success
AHT is the inventor of the plug‐in installa�on: the revolu�onary Plug � Chill concept
makes AHT's refrigerated mul�deck cabinets and chest freezers the logical choice for
supermarkets to buy.
Sustainable cost reduc�on

In a globalized world of constant change, we as innova�on leaders think it
is important to act sustainably and in view to the future. It is our duty to
set standards which the following genera�ons can build upon – about
environment aspects as well as the ability to ﬁnance our future.

Thanks to the complete integra�on of all the refrigera�on components, no addi�onal
installa�on costs are incurred. This ensures that AHT appliances are convenient and
reduces the cost of developing and/or refurbishing supermarkets.
1998 to 2020 AHT Is con�nuously e�panding our posi�on as a
world leader – these principles guide us in everything we think and do!
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The importance of hygiene standards in butchery
Source: Food Safety Management: A guide to producing safe foods of animal origin for the South African consumer.
A VDX Laboratory Guide (Courtesy of Karan Beef)

Advantages of proper hygiene programmes
and standards

Exposure of consumer to zoonotic diseases.

Improved quality of product.

Loss of quality and shelf-life of the product.

Improved shelf-life.

Loss of public confidence and clientele.

Increased efficiency and less wastage.

Loss of production.

Increased public confidence and sales.

Linkage to potential food poisoning outbreaks.

Improved safety conditions and health standards.

Potential legal action.
Illness of personnel and consumers.

Personal satisfaction and enhanced reputation
for quality.

Loss of jobs.

Increased turnover of product and sales.

No guidance for accepted protocols and standards.

Accepted microbiological targets for which to aim.
(Image courtesy of Karan Beef)

What happens if proper hygiene standards
are not adhered to

A well-run butchery department is a sure-fire way
to turn your store into a destination shop.
Know your product
Karan Beef’s Anso Bracken offers the following advice to
butchery departments looking to sell more meat products:
l S ource meat products from reputable suppliers.
lQ
 uality meat that is priced higher will not cost you
more in the long run. Consistent quality of produce is
important.
l F ocus on customer needs, stock products that are in
demand and offer variety in your respective market.
lH
 ygiene standards are extremely important.

Observation of proper hygiene standards is of paramount importance in any butchery. Shown here
is Karan Beef ’s abattoir where different cuts of beef are being boxed for distribution.
â
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The fifth forequarter
In South Africa we have a unique
market for meat. Many traditional
African and South African dishes
make use of parts of the animal
that would be considered waste
in most Western countries.
In the South African market,
dishes such as tripe and chicken
feet are quite common. Although
it is a niche market, cow’s heads
(a festive favourite) might
fetch up to R300 a piece, and
cow’s heels more than R20 per
kilogram.

Maximise your meaty opportunities
Turn your butchery or meat section into
a destination for your meat-eating customers
by focusing on the following:
lC
 onsistent good quality
l E xcellent hygiene standards
lA
 variety of product offers at different
price-points
l T raining and informing your staff so they
can best assist your customers
l E ngaging with customers and focusing on
a good customer experience
l P assion and enthusiasm!
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CASE STUDY:

The butchery
as a destination
shop
A clean and fresh
display of your meat
products go a long way
toward increasing sales
in a butchery.

J

umbo Goodman’s in the Carreira Centre in
Ferndale, Johannesburg, has been going strong
for more than 30 years. Commonly known as the
‘German Butcher’ in Randburg, the shop has never
actually had German owners. Goodman’s caters
mostly to the tastes of upper middle-class families
in surrounding neighbourhoods. Yet many of their
customers travel vast distances specifically to
purchase what has become known as Goodman’s
superior meat products. We asked the owners to
what they ascribe their success.
The butcher as a trusted voice of authority
Goodman’s manufactures most of their products
on site, including a large variety of cured and
processed meats. John de Gouveia, one of the
owners, is a butcher with going on 60 years’
experience in the trade. John ascribes their success

to the fact that they provide an honest setup –
meaning their customers trust their expertise
in giving straightforward, helpful advice, rather
than focusing on selling. “We don’t like to get
too clever with customers,” as De Gouveia
puts it.
“When people tell us, their child has glutenintolerance or some other thing, we tell them
straight – I don’t know if this product contains
gluten or sulphites or not. If it is a product
where we use ingredients that is bought in, we
rather go and get the packet and show them.
We give the packet to the customer to read.
Or they ask us what quantities or percentages
of preservatives are in a specific product.
“For example, in the
bockwurst, we use very
little preservatives,
sometimes even
.02 grams per kilogram
of meat. However,
it is there… Some
people try it and
they find that they
can live with that
because it has a small
quantity. Or some of
them, even with such
a minute quantity,
it still affects them,
then they know next
time not to buy that.”
â
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“We take the time, because it is important to us
that people realise, we are here to give them what
they want.”
Although they spend 95% of their time in the
back of the shop manufacturing their products,
at least one of the butchers is always available
to answer customers questions. This approach of
prioritising the customer’s needs and concerns
above the profit margins of the business goes
a long way toward retaining existing customers
and building loyalty among new customers.

“

Jumbo Goodman’s
in Randburg manufactures
95% of their meat
products on-site.

“

The product speaks for itself
Goodman’s focus on the quality of their products
can also be seen in their packaging and display.
Most of the products are vacuum-packed in sturdy,
clear plastic, with no other branding but a small
sticker to indicate weight and price. All display units
are well lit, keeping the visual focus on the meat.
Other than new product announcements
on social media, Goodman’s does not run any
promotions or specials on their products. De
Gouveia mentions that they work hard to keep
their costs down, and always give customers the
best price point they can muster.
“We are not perfect, but we like to give people
a good deal. This means not only a good price,
but a good product.”

“

Goodman’s believes in
giving their customers ‘a good deal’.
This means the best possible product
for the lowest possible price.

“

Luis de Freitas, senior butcher at Goodman’s and
De Gouveia’s nephew, agrees. “Making a superior
product requires a lot of attention and focus; it’s
hard work. That’s why we spend most of our time
at the back. We’ve got to make sure that everything
we do contributes to making something good.”

The importance of investing
in your local community
An unmissable feature in Goodman’s store in
Ferndale is their community wall. This community
advertising board started out as a small pinboard,
giving customers the opportunity for some freeof-charge space to market their own services. Over
the years the board developed into a centrepiece
store feature, taking up one whole wall surface and
acquiring its own personality.
Luis de Freitas elaborates: “Some customers on
weekends will take a good couple of minutes to get
out of the shop with their trolleys, because they’re
looking at the wall. It is becoming big – there’s
almost no space anymore. We’re also helpful to
people who make jams, pickles and sauces from
home, who approach us to stock their products –
we almost always say yes.”
While there is no big profit for Goodman’s
in either of these in-store ventures, both the
community wall and the array of bottled preserves
adds character and variety to what is on offer instore. Perhaps more importantly, it gives the people
in the community the feeling that the store belongs
to them, and that they belong there.
A sense of pride and responsibility
There is a sense that each of the people who work
for Goodman’s could easily have been the manager
or owner. De Gouveia and his business partners take
pride in their work and have a hands-on approach
regarding every aspect of the shop, including
training and managing their frontline staff.
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“Our staff has a sense of pride and responsibility.
We reinforce the necessity of service excellence
and giving our customers what they want. We all
know that our customers are the lifeblood of our
business.”
De Freitas adds, “We do try and lead by example.
We spend a lot of time with the front of house
staff. And when we pick up that they are behaving
differently or their tone has changed, we find out
why and work with them to change things around.
Word-of-mouth works best – online and instore
While Goodman’s does no online selling, they
do have a prominent, branded online presence
in the form of a website and Facebook page.
De Freitas explained their approach: “Even though
our business is brick and mortar, we’ve noticed
a huge change recently in reviews, likes, and how
many people are reading our page. Last month
we had 5 000 views in 21 days. I think there’s
a huge movement in people searching butcheries.
For example, a friend of mine bought beef from
us one afternoon. He went home and started
braaiing. He has got an online presence because
he is a musician. He filmed the braai and posted
that he got the meat from Goodman’s in Randburg.
It was amazing – he hit 1 200 views in one evening.
I picked up that there had been more sales of meat
that week after the post. So, you can’t ignore that
online has an impact.”
But, although they recognise the importance of
being online, De Freitas says they are yet to start
doing online business. “I’m a bit of a handbrake in

terms of online ordering because I don’t want to
get it wrong. I do a lot of orders myself in the store.
All of us have our customers that come directly to
us. So, if you are taking orders online and you don’t
manage it correctly and you get it wrong, it leaves
a bad taste in the customer’s mouth. But we are
working towards getting our online sales up and
running.
Once again, it comes down to a good product
and a good customer experience. If customers are
happy with the product and the service, they will

tell other people about it. But, if they are unhappy,
the message will spread even faster. SR
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